Scaffolds are defined as the core structure of a molecule connecting different substituents or functional groups. Defining bioisosteric alternative scaffolds for lead structures is an important task in drug design to improve e.g. the activity, bioavailability or selectivity of the structures concerned [1] . In this context, bioisosteric replacement means changing the scaffold structure while retaining important biological properties of the molecule, e.g. binding affinity or solubility.
The general aim of changing the compound class can be extended by simultaneously retaining the orientation of a set of substituents. Computational methods that propose new scaffolds and consider the constraints mentioned already exist [2] [3] [4] . For example, a few geometrical approaches are implemented, that also consider e.g. Hbond-donor-acceptor properties (Recore) or interaction energy values of a molecule to different virtual probes (SHOP).
A workflow is presented that identifies proposals for alternative scaffolds with an intensive consideration of bioisosteric replacements. It is assumed, that electronic characteristics of the molecular surface, like the electrostatic potential, represent the behavior of a molecule, especially the binding situation, in the active site. Therefore, a geometric scaffold search is combined with the investigation of semiempirically calculated molecular electronic characteristics.
For the search, a query structure must be determined that consists of geometric constraints consisting of the bonds connecting the query substituents to the core of the molecule and the angles between them. The workflow performs a search for alternative scaffold structures in the molecules of the database. It searches for scaffolds with bonds that are geometrically similar to the defined query bonds and that therefore can conserve the orientation of the query substituents.
New molecules are constructed by connecting the scaffolds identified with the query substituents. In a subsequent module, the influence of the new scaffold on the electronic properties of the substituents is investigated as well as the influence of the substituents on the scaffold. For this reason, local electronic surface properties are calculated with the program ParaSurf [5] for the molecules constructed.
On this poster, retrospective examples are presented, for which the workflow retrieves the expected scaffolds with similar electronic property patterns.
